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Commodity Outlook
Grains & Oilseeds

CBOT Wheat forecast into Q1 2018 remains at AUc 500/bu, but the lead period price climb has been revised flatter.

Dairy

Early April rains come as welcome news for southern dairy producers, but a hot and dry autumn is still predicted.

Beef

Cattle prices defy gravity, but with drier conditions forecast, the EYCI is expected to ease.

Sheepmeat

Prices hit record levels, but a drop in producer demand may see prices ease.

Sugar

Cyclone Debbie tears through the east coast of Queensland, damaging up to 2m tonnes of cane.

Cotton

A firm, but volatile short-term price outlook is maintained, followed by softer global prices into late 2017.

Wool

The EMI has fallen by AUc 94/kg from last month’s high, as auction competition diminishes.

Wine

Global wine supply ebbs in 2016, leading to a drawdown in global wine inventories in 2016/17.

Horticulture

Cyclone Debbie ravages autumn and winter horticulture crops in the Bowen region.

Fertiliser

A period of volatility has returned to the global fertiliser complex, but prices are expected to remain weak.

FX

Recent data and central bank statements suggest a further weakening in the AUD/USD ahead.

Oil

Air strikes and OPEC help the oil price out of its March slump.

Climate: Wet and Wild
Australian Rain Deciles, 1 Jan-31 Mar 2017
It has been a wet start to 2017 for most of Australia,
while March itself has been the third-hottest on record.
Tropical Cyclone Debbie brought severe rain and wind
to Queensland and Northern NSW. The sugarcane and
horticulture industries both suffered significant losses in
yield, crop quality, and infrastructure. Minimal damage
was observed in the cotton-growing regions as a result of
the cyclone, although analysis of the damage is continuing.
The Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) is forecasting a
dry outlook for the April-June period for the majority of
central and southern Australia. Prospects of rain in the
north and east coast are more optimistic.

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2017

No change has been observed in the status of an El Niño
since our March update, which remains at a WATCH
status. The BOM does note the accuracy of the model
during autumn is lower than at other times during the year.

What to watch
•

The BOM’s ENSO outlook remains at El Niño WATCH, which means the likelihood of El Niño forming this year is 50%.

•

The ongoing analysis of damage from Cyclone Debbie as the cotton harvest continues.

•

The impact of a wet start for the year for WA grain growers, as they enter the growing season with decile 8-10 rainfall.

•

The implications of another dry wet season for beef producers in SW Queensland.

A Dry Lead into Winter Expected
Chance of exceeding median rainfall,
Apr-Jun 2017

El Niño status at WATCH

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2017

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2017

Looking for Wheat Alternatives
Global wheat production prospects remain solid in all major production regions, while global
wheat demand is forecast down 1% YOY. Stock levels remain high, keeping prices subdued. The
anticipated decline in US wheat acreage has been revealed to be greater in winter wheat relative to
spring wheat, so there is likely to be some pressure on the protein spread into 2017/18, but any
general upward price pressure remains at large.
Rabobank’s CBOT forecast remains at AUc 500/bu into Q1 2018, but softer than previously forecast in
the lead period, on the back of firmed near-production prospects. A slight softening of the
Australian dollar will likely assist Australian values by year’s end.
The next six to eight weeks will be telling for 2017/18 Australian wheat harvest volume. Yield
prospects are average to possibly declining, on the back of the El Niño WATCH status, and total area
planted to wheat is expected down on average, on the back of price relativities with alternative
crops.
Increased planting of canola and pulses is expected. Canola prices partially rebounded following a
drop near to AUD 500/tonne in March, only to trend down for the rest of the month and into early
April. Newcastle Non-GM Canola is now trading just above AUD 527/tonne. News of expanded US
soybean plantings and available supplies of palm oil will keep a lid on canola prices.
Chickpea prices—still historically high at over AUD 1,000/tonne—are expected to revert back closer
to five-year average pricing over the medium term and as early as the 2017/18 season, based
on normalised demand from the sub-continent and increased Australian chickpea planted area.

Grains &
Oilseeds

What to watch
•

The timing of autumn rainfall. This will drive planting—a late vs. earlier autumn break can
influence the variety of wheat grown, but may also further drive the substitution between wheat,
barley, canola, and pulses.

•

Regional variation. Western Australia is entering the growing season with above- to very much
above-average rainfall leading into planting, but it is a very different situation as you head east.

Prices Still Looking for Support
Australian wheat price, Apr 2016-Apr 2017

Newcastle Non-GM Canola, Mar 2016-Mar 2017
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Farmgate Milk Prices on the Mend
Poor weather took a heavy toll on Australian milk production in February, with milk supply down
10% YOY. So far this season, Australian milk production trails last season by 8.4%, or 580m
litres.
Decent rainfall in March has carried through into April across many key dairying regions.
However, there is a looming risk of an El Niño event and likelihood of a drier-than-average period
to June. The loss of milk supply in Australia is expected to slow over the remainder of this season,
given the good availability of feed. However, national output will fall to its lowest levels in two
decades.
Global dairy markets remain well-balanced. Rabobank expects global dairy prices to remain
elevated at, or near, current levels through 2017/18. Further upside in the current cycle appears
limited, and global risks will linger. A sustained period of higher global prices and a bounce in
milk production will help the Australian dairy sector to fully capitalise. Rabobank forecasts fullyear southern Australian milk prices in 2017/18 to reach around AUD 5.70/kgMS.

What to watch

Dairy

•

Farmgate milk prices. There has been some movement for the 2016/17 season, with
Warrnambool Cheese and Butter increasing their full-year average price to AUD 5.30/kgMS. The
spread has widened, and some farmers will be hoping for a step-up before the season closes.

•

Opening price announcements. Still a while away yet, but speculation builds. Processors will
likely be conservative, given the global risks, but still aiming to be in a position to attract and
retain milk supply in a competitive environment.

The Protein and Butter Spread Widens
Global dairy prices, 2013-2017

Production growth, key exporting regions
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Prices Defy Gravity
Good rains in NSW and Queensland through late March stimulated producer buying activity and
pushed prices higher. The EYCI increased 9%, from the year-low in mid-March of AUD 6.11/kg cwt
to a year-high of AUD 6.66/kg cwt on 6 April. While all classes of cattle saw increases, in a
demonstration that producers are driving the market, saleyard prices showed larger increases
(about 7%) than over-the-hook prices (about 1%) over the same period. While normal seasonal
trends see prices start to increase through April as supplies contract, it is difficult to see
prices rising much higher than current levels—particularly with continuing dry conditions in
central Queensland and rainfall forecasts to be below-average for much of eastern Australia
through April to June.
Production and slaughter numbers remained low in February. Total production was down 10%
YOY, at 169,335 tonnes, and cattle slaughter was down 12%, at 569,100 head. Slaughter
and production are expected to drop through the months of March and April, following the
effects of Cyclone Debbie.
Export volumes improved in March. The 90,734 tonnes swt exported in March is only 9% lower than
the five-year average. Exports to South Korea (12,160 tonnes swt) saw a large drop in March
(down 25% YOY); meanwhile, exports to Japan (28,245 tones swt) increased 18% YOY. Live
cattle exports were down 58%, at 35,556 head, for the month of February.

What to watch

Beef

•

US cattle prices. Prices tend to decline heading into the northern summer, as supply
increases, placing pressure on US import prices. US import prices usually decline at some
point between February and April; however, in 2017 prices have remained firm up until 6
April. The reduced export volumes to the US in 2017 may support prices at current levels.

Prices Jump Following Rain
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Producers continue to drive domestic cattle prices. Optimism—fueled by rain through large areas of eastern Australia in
March—led to strong cattle demand, causing the EYCI to jump by 9%.

Records Are Made to Be Broken
Lamb prices continue their phenomenal start to 2017, with the ESTLI setting a new
record on 6 April, at AUD 6.81/kg—30% higher than the same time last year and 3% higher
than the previous record in March 2011. All categories of sheep saw price increases through the
month of March, with saleyard prices showing stronger gains than over-the-hook prices,
reflecting strong demand from producers.
Lamb and sheep slaughter dropped 11% (to 1.8m) and 15% (to 655,000 head),
respectively, in February, compared to 2016. Lamb slaughter remains close to the fiveyear average, while sheep slaughter for February is down 19% on the five-year average
for February.
Lamb exports in March were down slightly (3%) on 2016 levels, at 21,474 tonnes swt. The US and
the Middle East markets continue to remain strong, with volumes greater than the five-year
average. China has seen a big increase since the commencement of 2017. For the first
three months of the year, lamb exports to China have totalled 12,649 tonnes swt, a
record for the period. However, reflecting a change in sheepmeat demand, mutton exports to
China have not been as strong in 2017, and total sheepmeat exports to China for the first three
months of the year are down on levels seen in 2014.

What to watch
•

Sheepmeat

Seasonality in prices. In 2011, when prices were last at current levels, they peaked in March
and then followed a steady decline until July, dropping 23%—from AUc 6.60/kg to AUc
5.00/kg in July—where they remained for the rest of the year. A similar seasonal pattern
existed in 2011, with sheep breeding areas recovering from a period of drought. After four
years of increasing prices (2007-2011), prices fell nearly 50% over two years. With restocking
activity currently fueling prices, a drop in producer demand will see prices ease.

ESTLI Breaks New Records
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Lamb prices continue to perform strongly. The trend and level of prices early in the year is reflective of the 2011 season,
where—following two years of drought—improved seasons in 2010 and 2011 stimulated demand from restockers.

Sugar Slides as Funds Exit
The ICE #11 Sugar price has slumped heavily over the past four weeks, with the ICE #11
contract down 9% MOM to 11 April, having sold off 15% YTD. The move coincides with a 70% YTD
decline in bullish bets by funds and uncertainty regarding Indian imports this season.
Cyclone Debbie wreaked havoc across the eastern coast of Queensland, causing crop
damage in Mackay, Proserpine, and Plane Creek. The damage—impacting up to 2m tonnes of
the 2017 cane crop—is surveyed to generate losses of 35% and 20% in Proserpine and Mackay,
respectively, and create operational difficulties at harvest. While the impact is still being evaluated,
the need for some growers to undergo the costly replanting of uprooted cane is of early concern.
Harvest results, beginning in June, will be the real test of cyclone damage.
Duty-free Indian sugar imports are announced at 0.5m tonnes, lower than the 1m to 2m
tonnes expected by the market. The need for imports stems from downward Indian production
forecasts after drought impacted plantings and yields—making further duty-free imports possible.
Meanwhile in Brazil, ethanol prices are under pressure, drawing the ethanol parity lower and
facilitating potential price pressure. Brazilian mill openings are expected to lag behind last year’s
levels, as the new harvest season accelerates slowly.
Early expectations for the 2017/18 crop season see a 2m to 3m tonne supply surplus,
following a bounce in output (Indian and Thai) after an estimated 6.8m tonne deficit in 2016/17.
However, taking into account consumption growth, expect world stocks to remain relatively low.

What to watch

Sugar

•

The Brazilian harvest and ethanol parity. This will be key in the coming weeks, as April
should see the harvest begin in earnest, with expectations that output will exceed last
year—a factor which depends heavily on weather and prices.

•

Survey results and field updates following Cyclone Debbie. While we initially see
damage, the situation could look to improve during the time until harvest—a credit to the
resilience of cane.

Sugar Price Continues Down a Slippery Slope
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What Goes up Must Come Down
Strength in the ICE #2 dissipated through early April, on the back of a 21% YOY increase in US
planted acreage and the subsequent exiting of speculative money from spot futures. Unfixed mill
sales—arguably one of the largest supporting factors—declined 31% WOW to 31 March.
A price correction has been somewhat expected, as the ICE #2 traded further away from
fundamental reality in recent months, such as higher global export availability in 2017/18.
Rabobank forecasts the ICE #2 to decline to USc 70/bu by Q4 2017, bringing cash prices back into
sub-AUD 500/bale territory. However, following an exceptionally hot summer and irregular rainfall,
the region could see an increase in lower-grade fibre—a factor made more clear as we move through
harvest.
Latest data from the USDA put US planted area at 12.2m acres in 2017/18, up 21% YOY and
above expectations. Assuming a trend yield, this figure drives production to +19m bales and ending
stocks to 7m bales. The move highlights the relative price incentive for growers to plant cotton over
grains & oilseeds, hence expectations for global production to grow upwards of 1% in 2017/18.
Australian imports are soon expected to ramp up, as the harvest comes off and US export
sales slow after an exceptional season. Anticipate strong demand for high-quality fibre, which can
be blended alongside Chinese reserve cotton and synthetics. Lower-quality fibre will see less
demand, as it competes with synthetic fibres and alternative origins. Interesting to note the 6.5%
MOM decline in polyester staple fibre, a substitute for cotton.

What to watch

Cotton

•

Domestic yields and quality grading. As the harvest picks up, the impacts of the hot
summer and recent rainfall should become clearer.

•

Synthetic fibre prices. Prices have slumped in recent weeks, triggered initially by a slump in
crude oil. These fibres compete directly with cotton, and a widening in the spread between
cotton and synthetics could drive demand towards the latter.
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The recent sell-off in Chinese polyester filament could attract demand away from cotton.

Wool Comes Down from Its Highs
The Australian Eastern Market Indicator (EMI) has fallen to AUc 1,457/kg in early April, a
loss of AUc 94/kg since last month’s high of AUc 1,551/kg. The changes of the last fortnight
have returned the EMI to levels similar to February.
A drop in Merino bidding competition caused the change in direction. The short-term
shipments of larger traders had been fulfilled after a period of intense competition. As bidding
activity quietened, many buyers then hesitated, with the expectation of prices falling further. While
fewer bales have been offered this month, 16.5% of Merino fleece was passed in in week 40.
The volume of supply is contributing significantly to the widening of the price differential
between superfine and medium Merino wool, which has risen from 5% to 52% this season.
The volume of medium wool (21 to 24 micron) tested to date this season has grown by 21%.
Meanwhile, 5% less superfine wool has been tested: the lowest value since the 2012/13 season.
Chinese buyers have continued to dominate the auction, with purchases 9.3% higher in
volume and 14.1% in value than this time last year. The major Italian operator has also contributed
significantly to demand, seeing better Merino types fare reasonably despite the market downturn.
BOM has forecast dry conditions and well above-average temperatures over the next
three months for all major wool-producing regions, which is discouraging news for winter feed
availability.

What to watch

Wool

•

The outlook for the global economy. For the first time in seven years, it appears that both
advanced and developing wool-consuming countries will record a respectable rise in
economic growth in 2017 and 2018. The improved economic environment has seen
consumer confidence in the US reach its highest levels since 2001, while Europe sits at
around eight-year highs.

EMI Retreats into Negative Territory
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The Australian Eastern Market Indicator has fallen, from last month’s high of AUc 1,551/kg back to AUc 1,457c/kg in early
April.

Global Wine Supply Ebbs in 2016
After tallying up the harvest numbers across the northern hemisphere, the International
Organisation of Vine and Wine (OIV) has estimated that global wine production fell by 3.3% in
2016, well short of its three-year average, while global wine consumption ticked up ever
so slightly for the second year running.
Especially variable seasonal conditions led to significant swings in production across the world’s
major wine-producing countries last year. In aggregate, production from the big three Old World
producers Italy, France, and Spain remained fairly constant, but higher production from Italy
and Spain was in stark contrast to a significant 7.4% fall in production from France.
Elsewhere, above-average production in the US, Australia, and New Zealand was at odds with
significant falls across other New World producing countries. Most notably, production across
South Africa, Chile, and Argentina fell by a remarkable 20% in 2016—and while some
recovery in production is expected in 2017, stock levels will remain in check.
After supply attributable to industrial uses is taken into account, the small rise in global
consumption will be sufficient to draw down global wine inventories to a limited extent
in 2016/17. In this respect, the growth in wine demand from China—on top of continued
growth in US wine demand—has been critical to offset declining consumption in traditional
wine-drinking countries across Europe and South America.

What to watch


Wine

El Niño. The pattern in global wine production over the past ten years has tended to closely
follow developments in the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) climatic relationship.
Particularly the years in which La Niña prevailed (i.e. 2007-09, 2010-12, and, to a lesser extent,
2016) have tended to deliver below-average-sized global harvests.

World Wine Supply on the Short Side in 2016
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Global wine production is estimated to have fallen by a little over 3% in 2016, with New World production falling by
significantly more than Old World production in aggregate.

Cyclone Debbie Ravages Winter Crops
The arrival of the severe and slow-moving Tropical Cyclone Debbie on 28 March 2017 came at a
particularly inopportune time for many horticulture producers located along the Queensland and northern
New South Wales (NSW) coastline. The cyclone crossed the coastline as a category-4 storm cell at
Bowen, initially inflicting widespread damage on this important horticulture region which
supplies large volumes of Australia’s autumn/winter vegetables—most notably capsicums, green
beans, and melons. The supply of these crops will be significantly disrupted over the coming months,
with corresponding price hikes to be felt by consumers, particularly across eastern Australia.
On top of the direct impact on the Bowen region, the southerly course that the storm took after
making landfall has also created its share of difficulties, with flooding extending as far south as
Lismore, NSW. The Northern Rivers region is an important horticultural region in its own right, with
significant production of crops such as macadamias, bananas, and berries, among others.
Interruption to work programmes due to waterlogging and the need to clean up debris is one
challenge, but some more permanent orchard damage has also affected macadamia orchards
and particularly banana farms. The macadamia harvest was fortunately at an early stage, with the
Australian Macadamia Society at this stage forecasting only a minor downgrade in their crop estimate,
from 54,000 tonnes to 52,000 tonnes of nut-in-shell as measured at 10% moisture content.

What to watch


Horticulture

Consumer Price Inflation (CPI). Major tropical cyclones in northern Queensland often result
in dramatic spikes in fruit & vegetable CPI. In the cases of Cyclone Larry (March 2006) and
Cyclone Yasi (February 2011), fruit inflation was particularly amplified and extended due to the
destruction of banana crops in Far North Queensland. The CPI impacts of Cyclone Debbie will
be significant, but somewhat less extreme, due to the greater impact on vegetable crops and
the lower weighting given to the affected vegetables in the CPI basket relative to bananas.

Past Cyclone Impacts on Fruit & Vegetable CPI
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An historical look back at Australian fruit & vegetable consumer price inflation clearly depicts previous episodes, where price
inflation has ballooned in the wake of Cyclone Larry (March 2006) and Cyclone Yasi (February 2011).

Supply Weighs Heavily on Markets
Some heat has come out of the recent global fertiliser price rally. Sluggish import demand (as
buyers took a breather) saw global urea prices fall over the past month. Global phosphate
markets have remained mostly unchanged in the past month. US seasonal demand is
winding down, but production curtailments in export regions have kept markets in balance.
Global potash prices remain stable at record lows. Buyers and sellers are largely awaiting the
start of formal negotiations of the Chinese supply contracts. Sellers are angling for higher contract
prices.
Australia's importing window for fertiliser has started with a bang. Urea imports in January
and February combined were up 80%, to 258,000 tonnes. Local urea demand is expected to
be buoyed by strong cashflow positions from cropping farmers. In contrast, Australian imports of
phosphates in the first two months of 2017 declined 40%, to 227,000 tonnes.

What to watch

Fertiliser

•

Movements in the Australian dollar. The currency still looms as a risk to local retail prices.
Any depreciation in the currency in the coming months will push up retail prices.

•

Global supply. Increased supply still looms as the biggest hurdle to a price recovery in the
short term.

Spot Fertiliser Prices Remain Volatile
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Global prices are expected to remain under pressure through most of 2017, as global supply combines with sluggish demand.

Fundamentals Point Lower
Recent data has served as a reminder of the limitations of the current US growth phase.
US non-farm employment increased by just 98,000 jobs in March (around half of what many had
expected), with estimates of the number of people in jobs in January and February also revised
downwards. However, the US Federal Reserve remains optimistic, continuing to
emphasise upside risks to the outlook (from a fiscal policy perspective), with several
representatives repeating that they expect to hike rates twice more this year.
The Reserve Bank of Australia remains far more cautious. In the minutes to its March
meeting, it noted concern that, over the past year, employment growth was mainly in part-time
jobs, wage growth remained low, and household income saw only minor improvement. All of
which, in themselves, would support an interest rate cut. By contrast, the RBA noted that the
housing market continued to show signs of overheating—in itself, supporting an interest rate
rise. Caught between these opposing forces, the RBA elected to keep interest rates on hold,
helping the Australian dollar to slip AUc 2 against the US dollar in the month to 11 April, to sit just
above 0.75.
Rabobank expects the AUD/USD rate to slip to 0.73 over the next 12 months. We expect
the US Fed to raise rates only once more in 2017 (concerned that fiscal policy progress will
ultimately disappoint), but the RBA to avoid any rate hike (based on concerns over falling real
wages and the chance that the Chinese economy will disappoint).

What to watch

FX

•

Progress (or lack thereof) of fiscal policy and tax reform in the US Congress. We assume
only limited achievements on both fronts, particularly in the wake of the failure of efforts to
reform healthcare policy. If reform is faster and more substantial than we assume, there is
potential for the US economy to outperform in 2017, and hence exert further downward
pressure on the AUD/USD exchange rate.

Australian Dollar Heads down a Softer Road
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Oil Recovers in Uncertain Times
The oil market has recovered back to levels last observed in January and February, after enduring
a 10% fall through March. The price of Brent crude oil reached just shy of the USD 56/barrel
level mid-month, and Rabobank forecasts Brent crude oil moving towards USD 60/barrel
by Q1 2018. The US air strikes in Syria have contributed to political instability in the Middle East,
leaving security of future oil supply in jeopardy. With this in mind, buyers look to cover their
needs more immediately.
US inventories of oil were expected to drop in early April, and while this has not been the
case, expectations are that US oil inventories will fall from the current highs. Elsewhere,
OPEC countries are meeting the agreed production cuts, led by Saudi Arabia. Although not a
part of the agreement, closure of oilfields in Libya and a short-term assurance of production cuts
in Russia have assisted the deal. Commentators remain pessimistic about increasing oil prices, as
a large amount of stock remains on the market.
In freight markets, the Baltic dry index rose nearly 200% in the six weeks prior to 31
March, before the climb halted, remaining at 1,231 on 11 April. China has shifted focus from
production of raw materials to imports, contributing to a rising freight rate throughout the
mentioned period. Closure of Queensland coal mines in the wake of the cyclone is assisting
falling shipping rates.
Wholesale diesel prices fell through the last half of March, but regained lost ground in
early April. The Sydney average terminal gate diesel price sits at AUD 1.16 on 11 April.

Oil &
Freight

What to watch
•

The oil price—which way will it go? The OPEC deal and political pressures are pushing the
price upwards, while high US inventories and excess stock are pushing the price downwards.
How these influences play out over the second half of April and May is a must-watch.

•

Dropping diesel price for farmers? Commentators are expecting a drop in Australian
diesel demand, driven from the coalmining shutdown as a result of Cyclone Debbie.

March a Hiccup for Oil, Freight rise halts
Baltic Dry Index, Apr 2016-Apr 2017
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Agri Price Dashboard
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Agri Price Dashboard
As of 11 April 2017
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Sugar markets
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Other
Baltic Dry Index
Brent Crude Oil
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▼
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▼
▼
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▼
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▲
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%
%
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▲
•
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